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Abstract
This paper develops an amended version of the Sraffian Supermultiplier Model incorporating personal income inequality and income taxes to cover an existing gap in the
literature. It is demonstrated that a progressive tax shift would engender temporary higher
growth rates (during the traverse) and an overall positive level effect. Furthermore, the
size of this impact is associated with the product of the propensity to consume and the
income share of each income bracket. Secondly, financial features and real estate prices
are incorporated in autonomous consumption. Shifts in the financial parameters, as well
as the sustainability of autonomous consumption-led growth are discussed, together with
the policy conditions that lead to sustainable growth strategies. In this sense, two issues
are highlighted. First, the growth of debt-financed consumption has to move in step rather
than detached from income distribution, with debt being stopped from replacing systematically disposable income (leading both to higher levels of output as well as to a more
stable multiplier). Second, it is argued that an analysis of growth contributions is of chief
importance in terms of policy design and implementation, thus preventing the supremacy
of autonomous consumption over other components of autonomous demand.
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Introduction

The last major economic crisis triggered by the break down of the US American subprime market has checkmated some important pillars that hold the structure of supply-sided approaches
to economics. From then on, the issue of distribution and growth has emerged both in the
media and in academia (inclusively in the mainstream) as the flavor of the month. Being
historically mainly focused on the division of income between different social classes (capitalists, workers and landowners), the debate on distribution dates back to the very foundation
of economics as a social science (Ricardo, 1891). More recently, the analysis of the ultimate
determinants of distribution has historically characterized the research program of alternative
approaches to economic theory, constituting to the present day one of the commonalities within
Post-Keynesian economics (Lavoie, 2014, p.42).
Nevertheless, it was only recently, especially driven by publications coming from mainstream strands (Atkinson and Piketty, 2007, 2010; Atkinson et al., 2011; Piketty, 2014), that
the availability of data at the household level and research considering the personal dimension
of income and wealth inequality have been made possible. From then on, several amendments
were done within Kaleckian models drawing special attention to the vertical dimension of inequality and its wage differential component (Lavoie, 2009; Palley, 2014; Tavani and Vasudevan,
2014; Krishna Dutt, 2016; Carvalho and Rezai, 2015) as well as to relative income effects and
expenditure cascades on aggregate consumption (Frank et al., 2014; Prante, 2018) and wealth
and debt-based consumption (Cynamon and Fazzari, 2008, 2013; Zezza, 2008).
However, Sraffian models, in particular the Sraffian Supermultiplier Model (SSM henceforth)
(Serrano, 1995), have not yet incorporated this dimension of inequality. Therefore, this paper
seeks to develop a new version of the SSM incorporating personal income inequality and income
taxes to cover an existing gap in the literature. Therefore, the main goal is to investigate how
changes in income taxes and personal income distribution affect aggregate demand and, in
turn, how they affect short and long-run economic growth. Accordingly, it is assumed that
progressive tax shifts would have a positive feedback effect on output via the Supermultiplier.
In this regard, the result is primarily dependent on the propensities to consume out of each
income bracket, which are assumed to be heterogeneous and a decreasing function of the income
level (following the Keynesian tradition based on The General Theory) for progressive shifts to
be positive (and vice versa).
Secondly, in line with several works that include financial dynamics in the SSM (Pariboni,
2016; Dejuán, 2013; Dejuán and McCombie, 2018; Dejuán and Dejuán-Bitriá, 2018; Brochier
and Silva, 2018), we argue that the model is compatible with these extensions. Thus we attempt
to include financial features and assets price inflation in autonomous consumption based on the
works of Pariboni (2016) and Teixeira (2015). In doing so we discuss shifts in the parameters
and the sustainability of debt-financed consumption and asset price inflation. Here, we assume
that the inclusion of these financial parameters reaffirm the necessity of progressive shifts and
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improvements in distribution related to the sustainability of demand-led growth regimes.
Section (2) draws a baseline SSM including personal income distribution and income taxes.
Section (3) discusses debt-sustainability wealth dynamics and its impact on the baseline model.
Section (4) draws some policy implications based on the distribution and financial parameter
discussed previously and connects them to the stability of demand-led growth paths. Section
(5) concludes, summarizing our findings.

2

The (Hyper)Multiplier Model: The role of Personal Income Distribution and Income Taxes

In this section we attempt to include personal income distribution as well as personal income
taxes and transfers into the baseline model of the Sraffian Supermultiplier. In doing so we
seek to provide a simple mathematical model to investigate how changes in income taxes and
personal income distribution affect aggregate demand and their consecutive influences on output
in the short and long-run economic growth.
Assuming an open economy with government sector, the output is defined by the sum of
total consumption (Ct ), investment (It ), public expenditure (Gt ) and net exports (Xt − Mt ),
as in equation (1) bellow:
Yt = Ct + It + Gt + (Xt − Mt )

(1)

Total consumption (equation 2) is defined as the sum of induced consumption out of disposable income (Cty )and autonomous consumption (Cta ). The induced component (Cty ) can be
decomposed as in equation 3, where ci indicates the propensities to consume, ti the tax rates,
tri the transfer rates and yi the income share of each of the income strata.
Ct = Cty + Cta
Cty

=

n
X

[ci (1 − ti + tri )] yi Yt

(2)
(3)

i=1

Total imports (equation 4) is assumed to be a linear function of income at each time, with
m representing the propensity to import.
Mt = mYt

(4)

Investment (equation 5) is fully induced with 0 ≤ h < 1 representing the investment share1 .
It = ht Yt
1

(5)

The investment share is also defined as "the marginal propensity to invest of firms" (Freitas and Serrano,
2015, p.261).
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Total autonomous demand (equation 6) can thus be defined as the sum of autonomous
consumption (Cta ) , government expenditure (Gt ) and exports (Xt ).
Zt = Cta + Gt + Xt

(6)

After defining the tax and transfers-adjusted marginal propensity to save as si = 1 −
[ci (1 − ti + tri )yi ] and isolating Yt , we obtain the level of output as the product of autonomous
demand and the supermultiplier (SM):
Yt =

1−

Zt
= SM Zt
i [ci (1 − ti + tri )yi ] + m − h

P

(7)

At this point it is convenient to make an important observation. As stated by Girardi and
Pariboni (2016), Yt does not correspond automatically to the level of output realized when the
rate of capacity utilization is equal to the normal one. But a continuous tendency of the former
to stabilize at its normal level should be assumed in the long run.2 .
Whenever the economy moves away from the normal rate of capacity utilization, firms will
experience a discrepancy with their investment decision, thus facing the choice to adjust their
investment shares. At the macroeconomic level, this Harrodian adjustment mechanism in the
short run can be modelled as follows:
ḣ = ht γ(ut − 1)

(8)

where γ > 0 is a reaction coefficient and un is assumed to be equal to the unity3 .
From (equations 5 and 7) we get the growth rate of output (equation 9) and the growth rate
of capital accumulation (equation 10), where v is the capital to potential output ratio (given
technical conditions) and δ represents the depreciation rate.
ḣ
(9)
1 − i [ci (1 − ti + tri )yi ] + m − h
ut
gt K = ht − δ
(10)
v
The change in the actual degree of capacity utilization can be represented as follows:
gt Y = gt Z +

P

u̇ = ut (gt Y − gt K )

(11)

In the long run, the equilibrium position of the economy is characterized by un = 1 (equation

2

"[T]he supermultiplier model does not assume that productive capacity is continuously utilized at its
normal level. Discrepancies between the actual and the normal degree of capacity utilization are allowed in the
out-of-equilibrium dynamics and the reaction of investment to these discrepancies [...] drives the convergence
of the economy towards a normal utilization of the productive capacity"(Girardi and Pariboni, 2016, p.527).
3
Remembering that ht γ(ut − un ) = ht γ(ut − 1).
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13) and ḣ = u̇ = 0. Accordingly, equation (12) follows easily from equation (11):
gt Y = gt K = gt Z

(12)

ut = 1

(13)

Lastly, the required investment share (heq ) is uniquely determined by the rate of growth of autonomous demand (gt Z ), the capital/output ratio (v), the normal degree of capacity utilization
(the unity) and the rate of depreciation (δ).
heq = v(gt Z + δ)

(14)

As stated by Freitas and Serrano (2015), the Supermultiplier captures the effects on the level of
output associated with both induced consumption, investment and imports. Accordingly, the
P
SM depends on the propensities to save out of disposable income (1 − i [ci (1 − ti + tri )yi ]),
the propensity to invest (h) and the propensity to import (m). However, it is important to
highlight here that whereas the level effects prevail from a long run perspective, as long as the
adjustment is taking place through the mechanism described in (equation 8), changes in the
parameters of the SM imply also growth effects until fully adjusted position of the system with
utilization at its normal level is reached (Lavoie, 2016).

2.1

Taxes and Distribution Shifts

First, let us suppose that the government adopts a more progressive income tax policy. This
can be done in different ways:
• Increasing the tax rates on higher-income earners;
• Decreasing the tax rates on lower-income earners;
• Adding more tranches;
• Introducing a higher threshold for tax breaks at the bottom of the distribution

4

Let us assume that the propensities to consume are heterogeneous and a decreasing function of
the income level and that these propensities do not shift with shifts in distribution. Therefore,
there would be a dominance of absolute income effects5 .
Consequently, a redistribution policy through a tax reform would have an overall positive
impact at the aggregate level via the consumption channel, i.e. by raising the net disposable
4

For an extensive discussion on the exemption on minimum wages and the writings of Piero Sraffa see
Levrero (2017).
5
For an empirical case study confirming both the heterogeneity of the propensities to consume of Italian
households, as well as validating the dominance of absolute income effects in the Italian consumer behaviour
(which assures the negative trade-off between inequality and aggregate demand) see Barbieri Góes (2018).
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income of income tranches with a higher propensity to consume (equation 3). The adjustment
process takes place through an increase in capacity utilization in the short run (equation 8) and
a subsequent (temporary) increase in the rate of capital accumulation. The mechanism (see
figure 1) exert until installed capacity is adjusted to the higher demand level. In other words,
a progressive tax shift would engender temporary higher growth rates (during the traverse from t0 until tn as illustrated in figure 2) and an overall positive level effect6 .
Figure 1: The adjustment mechanism of a progressive tax reform

Source: authors’ representation
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Freitas and Serrano (2015, p.273) also briefly describe the effect of a change in the wage share, which is very
similar to the effect of the tax reform: "a permanent change in the marginal propensity to save will have a level
effect on output and capacity but no permanent effect on the trend rate of growth. If the marginal propensity
to save decreases (say, because of an exogenous increase in the wage share), consumption and aggregate demand
will initially grow faster as the multiplier of the economy has now increased. But this will be just a level
effect, as the economy will tend to return to a growth rate that matches at the rate of growth of autonomous
consumption, with a higher multiplier and the same required trend investment share."
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Figure 2: The effect of a progressive tax reform

Source: authors’ representation

The size of the impact of tax shifts in the framework of the the SSM goes out of the scope of
this theoretical exercise. However, the mathematical insights deriving from the model presented
can be easily discussed. The main argument is that the impact of a shift in the tax rate that
affects each income tile in terms of induced consumption is stronger the bigger the product
of the propensity to consume and the income share of each tile (ci yi ). Since we assume here
that the propensities are a decreasing function of the income level, it is clear that even with
a significant higher income share at the top, the negative impact of increasing the tax rate on
the top could be overcompensated by a decrease in the tax rates on lower strata. Moreover,
due to the increase in the aggregate propensity to consume, the size of the multiplier would
not only increase permanently, but this should also affect the sustainability of autonomous
components of consumption as it will be discussed in next sections. For this reason we argue
that redistribution policies should be kept as a key goal to be pursued by policy makers.
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3

Negative Autonomous Consumption, Debt-Sustainability
and Asset Inflation

Despite being a prominent framework to deal with long run positions and growth, the SSM (in
its original formulation (Serrano, 1995) lacks the tools to incorporate financial factors as it has
been recently recognized by (Freitas and Serrano, 2015, p.21): “research efforts should focus
on the determinants and dynamics (particularly financial) of the trend of growth of different
“unproductive” autonomous components of demand”.
From an empirical perspective, Girardi and Pariboni (2015) have shown that there is a correlation between consumer credit and GDP, with the latter preceding the former, consequently
challenging the long run independence of this expenditure category from the income level. As
argued by Nikiforos (2018), the automatic acceleration of the growth rate that would stabilize
debt-income ratios predicted by the SSM nor fit the empirical observations nor the extensive
post-Keynesian literature on financial fragility7 based on Minsky (1986).
However, in line with several works that include financial dynamics in the SSM (Pariboni,
2016; Dejuán, 2013; Dejuán and McCombie, 2018; Dejuán and Dejuán-Bitriá, 2018) we argue
that the model is compatible with these extensions. Furthermore, the incorporation of financial
elements into the SSM could be the path for not only having a consistent policy and conjuncture
tool of analysis, but could also build the bridge that connects the post-Keynesian literature on
financial fragility based on Minsky (1986) and the Sraffian approach.
Hence, this section seeks to include financial features and assets price inflation in autonomous consumption based on the works of Pariboni (2016) and Teixeira (2015). In doing
so we discuss shifts in the parameters and the sustainability of debt-financed consumption and
asset price inflation. Patterns that in several countries emerged to replace deleted fractions of
induced consumption in face of a perverse and long trend of increasing inequality.
Accordingly, a brief discussion of the dangerous interaction of increasing income inequality
and debt-based consumption on the sustainability of debt financed growth is in order. In this
sense, our original contribution would be the suggestion of incorporating the concept of "owninterest rate" based on the works of Sraffa (1932) and on an empirical study based on the US
American economy by Teixeira (2015) as well as splitting autonomous consumption in consumer
credit and residential investment.
Modifying the autonomous consumption equation used by Pariboni (2016) we get:

Cat =

X

 X

Ccit − ci (1 − ti + tri )yi (r + φ)DtiL +
RESit − ci (1 − ti + tri )yi (rm + ψ)DtiM

i

i

(15)
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For an extensive review of the strands of Minsky models see Nikolaidi and Stockhammer (2017).
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rs = (

1 + rmortgage
)−1
1 + πresidential

(16)

RESit = f (rs ) = f (rmortgage , πresidential )
−

−

(17)

+

Equation (15) accounts for the total amount of autonomous consumption. We can split
autonomous consumption into two main components, the first related to consumer credit and
the second to housing dwellings. The first component is the sum of loans (consumer credit)
acquired by all income tiles minus the negative fraction of autonomous consumption8 related
to consumer credit. More precisely, this negative fraction refers to the total of debt (here
loans for consumer credit by tile) multiplied by the propensity to consume net of taxes and
transfers of the respective tiles (ci (1 − ti + tri )yi ) multiplied by the interest rate (r) and by the
percentage of principal repaid every period(φ). The second component can be decomposed into
the sum of loans (real estate loans) acquired by all income tiles minus the negative fraction.
In the second component however, this negative fraction refers to the total debt (mortgages by
tile) multiplied by the propensity to consume net of taxes and transfers of the respective tiles
(ci (1 − ti + tri )yi ) multiplied by the "own-interest rate" (rs ) and by the percentage of principal
repaid every period(ψ).
Equation (16) expresses the concept of "own-interest rate" (Sraffa, 1932) as used by Teixeira
(2015). The own-interest rate of real estate (rs ) is determined by interest rate on mortgages
(rmortgages ) and by profits from real estate (πresidential ). The key role of this rate is not only
related to determination of the weight of debt-service on the income of real estate owners, but
also by the fact that "the owners of an asset, or those who intend to buy it, take price changes
into account to speculate and obtain capital gains, or to prevent capital losses, and thus try to
avoid reductions in their net worth" (Teixeira, 2015, p.53,author’s translation). In this sense,
we can argue that not only autonomous consumption is impacted negatively by an increase in
rs , but also the amount of residential investment is affected negatively (since housing dwellings
-RES- can be represented as a function of own-interest in the real estate sector - as in equation
17).
As regard the sustainability of private debt position in an economy, (Pariboni, 2016, p.227)
argues that "if debt-financed consumption grows more rapidly than the other terms of Z, it
follows that gD > gZ = g", in this case, even if we would assume a constant distribution of
income, the indebtedness (debt to income ratios) would keep increasing. This can be easily
explained by the fact that the rate of growth of Z 9 is simply the sum of the rates of growth
8

"The problems of instability are rooted in the consumption multiplier when it does not depend on fixed
parameters (like the tax rate) but on coefficients that evolve endogenously; namely the debt-burden and the
debt service.To control the financial sources of this instability, monetary authorities should prevent that credit
rises systematically above the growth of nominal GDP. " (Dejuán and McCombie, 2018, p.1)
9
As argued by (Pariboni, 2016, p.227), equation (18) implies that "the economy’s growth rate slowly converges to the growth rate of the fastest growing autonomous component."
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of all the components of Z weighted by the respective components’ share in Z. In this sense,
households’ debt to income ratio are affected ultimately by the difference between autonomous
consumption and the other components of autonomous demand.
Z

gt = gt

Cct



Cct
Zt


+ gt

RESt



RESt
Zt


+ gt

Gt



Gt
Zt


+ gt

Xt



Xt
Zt


(18)

However, different from Pariboni (2016), we include autonomous consumption not only as a
general component of debt-financed consumption, but we make a distinction between consumer
credit and residential investment. In doing so we get two components that add up in equation
(18). This implies that actually the sum of these two components gives the growth of debt-based
autonomous consumption, which is to be compared with the growth of Z as a whole.

3.1

Housing Prices, Interest Rate and Principal Repayment: Shifts,
or Cycles?

Different than Pariboni (2016), we assume that the growth rate of autonomous consumption
can turn out to be negative10 . In the extreme case this turn could trigger a recession through a
negative growth rate, since assets are liquidated to pay off mortgage loans. This is mainly due
to the inclusion of residential investment (RES), which is a function of the own-interest rate
(equation 17). Starting from a fully adjusted position, changes in the real interest rate on real
estate explain changes in the rate of growth of autonomous consumption and, consequently, in
the rate of growth of output and induced investment (Teixeira, 2015). It is important to clarify
here that the positive impact in RES can be triggered both by a (negative) interest rate shock,
and also by a change of adjusted real estate prices (reflecting on πresidential and on rs ), which is
the movement that we analyse first.
Accordingly, we can affirm that even facing constant income distribution and interest rate,
any increase (decrease) in housing prices could lead to an acceleration (deceleration) of the
growth rate of residential investment accompanied by a decrease (increase) in the negative
component related to debt-service11 passing by the own rate of interest. After accounting for
net liabilities (making the level of debt net of assets valued at current prices) it could be argued
that a decrease in net liabilities of households could possibly make banks more willing to lend
10

Here we highlight the effect of changes in rs on the debt-burden as well as on the growth of residential
investment, however as argued by Teixeira (2015) consumer credit could also be negatively influenced by rs .
This was clearly a pattern followed by US American households in the 2000s, the case analysed by him. We argue
nevertheless, that asset prices and consumer credit only can be closely related in specific case such as the one of
the US and only a deliberation regarding national peculiarities of the credit system as well as of financial and
consumption norms of households could justify the inclusion of a mechanism of asset prices influencing credit
for consumption. Accordingly, we choose to neglect the effect of real estate own rate of interest on consumer
credit.
11
Here it is important to highlight that effect on debt-service that passes through rs is only valid for residential
investment, since the interest used for consumer credit is not corrected by price changes in assets. Furthermore,
this positive (negative) effect of an increase (decrease) in asset prices is only a level effect, decreasing (increasing)
the debt-burden and thus increasing (decreasing) the multiplier.
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and households more willing to take credit to buy and/or invest in houses, which would lead to
a self-full filling mechanism12 . The narrowed down growth (and level related to debt-burden)
effect of a permanent increase in housing prices, which has a growth effect on housing dwellings
and hence on autonomous consumption is illustrated in figure (3) below.
Figure 3: The effect of a permanent increase in the rate of growth of autonomous demand in
the equilibrium growth path due to a permanent increase in housing prices

Source: authors’ representation

Despite engendering a positive growth and level effects, the sustainability of this new growth
path headed by an increase in asset prices is ultimately related to the growth rate of other
components of autonomous demand (i.e. exports and government expenditure) on the macroeconomic level and to the role played by monetary authorities preventing systematic rises in
credit boosted by asset bubbles on the policy level. This is because as discussed previously,
an acceleration of the growth rate of autonomous consumption above all the other components
could lead to a detachment of the growth of Z (g Z ) from that of output (g Y ). In this sense,
new loans would be adding more debt (boosted by the trend in the appreciation of assets, in
12

The cycle component of debt trend and the trend in the growth of asset prices play an important role, but
to study these intertwined dynamics a system of differential equations would be required. For an in depth model
explaining the cycle of finance-led economies see Dejuán and Dejuán-Bitriá (2018) that highlights the predator
role of the financial sector that issues credit for non-output creating activities leading to explosive cycles.
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this case real estate) than income. The problem in this regard is exactly that in these moments
of credit expansion above the growth of nominal GDP inflation in asset prices would end up
"sow[ing] the seeds of financial crashes leading to economic recessions –the kernel of Minsky’s
financial instability hypothesis"(Dejuán and Dejuán-Bitriá, 2018, p.6). This way, "a credit-led
growth becomes a debt-burdened growth" (Dejuán and McCombie, 2018, p.3).
A decrease (increase) in the exogenous rate of interest would have a very similar result
and could even reinforce the increase (decrease) in asset prices through the rate on mortgages
(rmortgages ) leading to even more explosive trend (similar to the US and Spanish cases). The
effect of r on rmortgages and thus on residential investment is quiet evident. Consumer
credit is also shows level effects (passing through the negative part of autonomous consumption
related to debt services) and through a growth effect with a general and well recognized from
a broad group of mainstream and heterodox approaches credit channel effect, increasing credit
in scenarios of low interest rate (and the reverse13 ).
On what concerns the percentage of principal’s repayment (φ and ψ), we can argue that
they have a similar effect of increasing overall taxes. That is, increasing (decreasing) the
principal repayment decreases (increases) the multiplier leading to a negative level effect on
output without any permanent effect on its growth rate (Pariboni, 2016). Nonetheless, efforts
of increasing the principal repayment at the household level might spill-over to the aggregate
level leading to a massive selling of assets (especially in the case of ψ which is related to
the principal repayment of mortgage loans). As argued by (Dejuán and Dejuán-Bitriá, 2018,
p.18)"[t]his deflationary effect is especially harmful in recessions when the repayment flows
go on, while credit and income fall". However, our comparative statics exercise shows to be
doomed to fail to explain the mechanisms behind the parameters particularly in explosive
scenarios where a reversion is ever more probable the longer the expansionary trend period
(Minsky, 1972).
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A even more interesting dynamics is faced when the reverse occurs, that is in a scenario in which interest
rates increase. That is because this reversion could trigger a down-ward spiral with negative contributions of
autonomous consumption and falling output which is well developed in the literature based on the seminal
article of Fisher (1933).
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Figure 4: The effect of a permanent increase in the percentage of principal’s repayment

Source: authors’ representation

Finally, after having faced all the possible shifts in asset prices, interest rate and percentage
of principal repayment we can argue that all the parameters analysed deserve to be treated as
dynamic variables that interact with one another. Nonetheless, this does not invalidate the use
of the SSM as a tool of analysis. On the contrary we argue that critical values for the parameters
and for debt could be better studied with systems of differential equations similar to the one
developed by Dejuán and Dejuán-Bitriá (2018) incorporating Minskyan and Fisherian features
engendering financial instability to the model. This way we would be "sowing the seeds" for a
constructive dialog between the Sraffian approach and the post-Keynesian approach on financial
fragility grounded on the works of Hyman Minsky. In the next section we deal with some policy
implication, which is one tangent point between the two approaches.

4

The (Hyper)multiplier and Some Policy Implications

The now long lasting crisis triggered by the breakdown of the US subprime market has been
deeply investigate in the literature. A broad consensus in this regard is the key role played
by the shifts in distribution to create the need of new growth regimes that compensate for its
demand pressing effects14 . In this sense, wealth and debt-based consumption sustained and
14

Barba and Pivetti (2008) have argued that rising income inequality has been the main source of the rise
in debt levels, when declining wages have for long coexisted with increasing consumption demand. Cynamon
and Fazzari (2013) have also made an assessment of the US economy associating inequality, worsening relative
income and changing consumption and financial norms pushing for the rise in debt levels. Carr and Jayadev
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pulled by real estate assets appreciation15 and a long period of low interest rates have been the
key to explain the US American case in the 2000’s.
However, as it has been mentioned in the previous sections, these debt-led growth regimes
have proven to be unsustainable and doomed to generate instability. This has also been recently
recognized by (Freitas and Serrano, 2015, p.272) arguing that the viability of a demand-led
regime would be ultimately related to a threshold to the rate of growth of autonomous demand,
determined in turn by income distribution (and the implied aggregate propensity to save),
technical conditions and the investment’s reaction coefficient.
Thus, growth regimes that emerged to replace deleted fractions of induced consumption due
to a perverse and long trend of increasing inequality (specially in mature capitalist economies
like the US and EU member states) have eroded the core mechanism of stability of the system,
the multiplier. As argued by (Dejuán and McCombie, 2018, p.17-18): "[...]once we account
for finance, the effective propensity to consume and the multiplier evolves through time and
becomes a potential destabilizing mechanism.". The disposable income of lower income earners
(with higher propensities to consume, from which consumption in its aggregate mostly derives
from), ended up being undermined first by increasing inequality and then by debt-service,
once debt tended to increase faster than income. Furthermore, in the same way debt-financed
autonomous consumption has led growth, during the reversion its negative impact intensified
and was fed by the down-turn reaffirming the pro-cyclical nature of credit.
Accordingly, we argue that improving distribution trough progressive tax policies as discussed in subsection 2.1 should be one major policy recommendation. Arguing in favor of
redistribution policies would not only have positive level effects on output, but also a growth
effect during the adjustment as well as would lead to a more stable path to demand-led regimes
pulled by autonomous demand components (particularly autonomous consumption, which has
been extensively discussed in section 3).
Moreover, as we have argued in section 3 based on the analysis of the contributions to
growth (equation 18), even if we would assume a constant distribution, the indebtedness (debt
to income ratios) would keep increasing if autonomous consumption grows systematically more
than the other components of autonomous demand16 . Accordingly on the macroeconomic level
other components of autonomous demand (i.e. exports and government expenditure) should
prevent the lead of autonomous debt-financed consumption17 .
(2015) provide evidence from panel data also for the US that the rising indebtedness of households is related to
high levels of inequality as well as relative income effects.
15
For an extensive description of mortgage refinancing in the US see Guttmann (2016) that highlights the
process of disposable income creation transforming houses in ATM machines. Cynamon and Fazzari (2008)
have also emphasized the mechanism of rising house prices functioning as collateral with significant effects on
consumption, once households with mortgages make use of refinancing schemes.
16
Here we follow the same line of reasoning of (Pariboni, 2016, p.230) that argues the stability of debt/debtors’
income ratio is "affected, among other things, by the growth differential between [...]autonomous consumption
(and debt) and the other autonomous components of demand."
17
See Dejuán and McCombie (2018)the role played by monetary authorities preventing systematic rises in
credit boosted by asset bubbles.
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In this sense we argue that for a sustainable and virtuous growth of autonomous demand
two issues are central. The first is that the growth of debt-financed consumption has to move
in step rather than detached from income distribution. Debt should not systematically replace
income, leading both to higher levels of output as well as to a more sustainable multiplier. The
second is that a rigorous analysis of the contributions to growth should be central on policy
design preventing a supremacy of autonomous consumption within autonomous demand and
reaffirming the leading role of government expenditure18 also in the downturn, leading recovery
and preventing from a down-ward spiral (which can be related to the the allegory of "Big
Government" in the Minskyan literature). This line of reasoning would also find support in
the literature based on (Kalecki, 1954), arguing in favor of the stabilizing nature of government
expenditure, reducing the fluctuations of the business cycle.
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Conclusion

First, the paper has incorporated personal income inequality and income taxes into the SSM
covering an existing gap in the literature. In doing so, it could be concluded that a redistribution
policy through a tax reform would have an overall positive impact at the aggregate level via the
consumption channel, passing through an increase in capacity utilization in the short run and a
subsequent (temporary) increase in the rate of capital accumulation. It has been shown that a
progressive tax shift would engender temporary higher growth rates (during the traverse) and
an overall permanent positive level effect. Moreover, it has been demonstrated that the impact
of a shift in the tax rate is stronger the bigger the product of the propensity to consume and
the income share of each income bracket (ci yi ).
Secondly, financial features and assets price inflation have been incorporated into autonomous
consumption based on the works of Pariboni (2016) and Teixeira (2015). Accordingly, shifts
in the parameters and the sustainability of debt-financed consumption and asset price inflation have been discussed. We have argued that for having a sustainable and virtuous growth
of autonomous demand two issues are central. The first is that the growth of debt-financed
consumption has to move in step rather than detached from income distribution, with debt
being stopped from replacing systematically disposable income leading both to higher levels
of output as well as to a more sustainable multiplier. For this reason, redistribution policies
should be kept as a key goal to be pursued by policy makers not only because of their obvious
role on fighting income inequality, but also their crucial role in the determination of the level
of output and the sustainability of demand-led growth regimes (particularly debt-financed).
Second, it has been argued that a rigorous analysis of growth contributions has to be regarded
as of chief importance in terms of policy design and implementation. This would prevent a
supremacy of autonomous consumption within autonomous demand and reaffirm the leading
18
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role of government expenditure also in the downturn.
Lastly, we argue that there is plenty of scope for future research, specially to investigate
parameters related to autonomous and induced consumption exploiting the personal dimension
of inequality. This is particularly promising facing the recent statistical efforts to merge data
from surveys and national accounts.
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